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Executive summary
This report has been developed to better understand how IT leaders in businesses across the
globe are using technology to support their innovation efforts after a year when COVID-19
upturned economies, industries and organizations. SUSE commissioned Insight Avenue, an
independent market research agency, to explore how several key technology approaches
are giving organizations the confidence and tools they need to enable recovery and revival
throughout 2021 and beyond.
Building on previous research published by SUSE in 2020, this report discusses the results of a
global study amongst 800 IT leaders in businesses with at least 250 employees. It identifies the
latest must-have technologies and approaches, and outlines the main themes that are now
underpinning innovation.
Key findings from the research this year indicate that IT leaders are under even more pressure
to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than last year—with security and remote access
infrastructure high on the list of challenges. In fact, non-stop IT and infrastructure has become
more important than ever, which is perhaps no surprise as businesses everywhere continue to
adapt to the impact of the pandemic. Simplifying how the business is run therefore remains
the most important pillar in making a tangible difference, followed by modernization and accelerating change. And the technology approaches that are vital in supporting these pillars—
including containers, multi-cloud strategy, edge computing, and open source—are explored
fully within this report.
Some of the key stats from the research are as follows:

Simplifying, modernizing and accelerating are top tech priorities
• 76% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than
12 months ago (up from 67% in 2020). The biggest technology challenges in the last 12
months include maintaining security and data access controls (43%), demands on remote
access infrastructure (34%), pressure to reduce operational costs (34%), maintaining
service availability/performance (33%) and reduced IT resource/staffing (33%).
• The most important tech investment pillar remains simplifying how they run the business
(61%), followed by modernizing or changing how they run the business (52%) and
accelerating change and scaling the business (51%).
• Tech approaches seen as important in supporting these investment pillars include multicloud strategy (85%), High Performance Computing (83%), 5G/enhanced connectivity
(81%), DevOps (81%), automated AI (81%) and edge computing (80%).
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• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 60% of organizations. It has
continued at the same pace for 32% and initiatives have been delayed or cancelled for 8%.
• 86% say non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever and 79% say
they feel like they always need to compromise between lowering costs and getting better
business outcomes.

Sample breakdown by country

Sample breakdown by industry
sector

 
US

200 interviews

Brazil

100 interviews

 Germany
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100 interviews

UK

100 interviews

Australia / NZ

100 interviews

Japan

100 interviews

Singapore

100 interviews
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Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 42% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 41% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 72% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 57% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use Kubernetes.
• Where containers are planned, 26% say they will definitely use Kubernetes with a further
64% saying they may possibly use Kubernetes.
• The preference is for a commercially curated and supported distribution of an open source
Kubernetes platform (66%) ahead of building, maintaining and supporting their own
platform (34%). The top three things that users/planners look for in a Kubernetes platform
are 100% open source (36%), multi-cluster/potential for edge deployments (34%) and ease
of installation (34%).
The top three things that users/planners look for in a Kubernetes platform are 100%
open source (36%) , multi-cluster/potential for edge deployments (34%) and ease of
installation (34%).

Sample breakdown by company size
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 69% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy and a further 28% say
they are working on this in the next two years.
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include cost-effectiveness (45%), increased flexibility
and agility (44%), improving resilience/minimizing downtime (36%) and taking advantage
of best-of-breed solutions (35%).
• To progress, organizations say they now need to build cloud competencies and skills in the
IT team (55%), a clear cloud adoption vision and plan (48%), to modernize and migrate
applications and processes (47%), and to identify and resolve any organization roadblocks
(45%).

Innovating at the edge
• On a personal level, 43% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge
computing presents. 49% say they are interested in the possibilities. 7% are skeptical.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are reliability (45%), enhanced security and privacy
(43%), that it enhances the entire IT ecosystem (41%), fostering the use of innovative new IT
services (40%) and real-time insights (39%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through increased productivity
(53%), improving scalability (45%), improving customer experience (45%), reducing costs
(44%) and enabling innovation and new digitized services/applications to be launched
(43%).
• 79% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing. Edge computing is predicted to be adopted widely within the next two or three years (72%).
• Key concerns about edge computing include security and accessibility (48%), control and
management (40%) and data storage/access (39%).

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 85% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 84% see open source as a
way to cost-effectively drive innovation.
• 82% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 76% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the community.
• 78% are looking to migrate from proprietary to open source solutions wherever possible.
• 30% of IT leaders report a lack of open source skills in the market and 32% are looking to
develop their own skills and experience in open source.
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The research shows IT leaders are more open than ever to exploring the benefits of technology
in order to deliver better business outcomes. Containers are gaining momentum for production workloads; well over two thirds have a multi-cloud strategy in place; many are interested
in the possibilities of edge computing; and a high percentage of organizations are willing to
embrace open source as a way to drive innovation. All in all, it’s an exciting and innovative time
for organizations everywhere as they continue to adapt to a rapidly changing world.

Research Methodology
800 IT decision makers in organizations with 250+ employees across a range of industry
sectors completed an interview in March/April 2021. Research was designed and managed by Insight Avenue; an independent market research consultancy based in the UK

Strategic priorities and pain points
Business has changed immeasurably since the start of 2020. With increased consumer demands, evolved employee expectations, and new operational practices to adapt to, there’s
little wonder that three-quarters of IT leaders (76%) say they feel under more pressure to deliver
tangible outcomes for the business than 12 months ago.
COVID-19 has increased tech innovation for most organizations (60%), and the majority (86%)
say that non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever. In fact, the tech
investment pillars that are vital in making a tangible difference to how businesses operate over
the next two years are largely unchanged from last year—with simplifying how they run the
business once again most important (61%), followed by modernizing or changing how they run
the business (52%), and accelerating change/scaling the business (51%), as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Importance of tech investment pillars in making a tangible difference in how business operates over next two years
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Among the many plates for organizations to keep spinning, the biggest technology challenges in
the past year include maintaining security and data access controls (43%), demands on remote
access infrastructure (34%), pressure to reduce operational costs (34%), maintaining service
availability/performance (33%) and reduced IT resource/staffing (33%). We’ve also identified
that around four in five organizations (79%) say they feel like they always need to compromise
between lowering costs and achieving better business outcomes.
Thrust into the spotlight due to the impact of the pandemic, IT leaders must harness the power
of technology to overcome the challenges. Despite there being many technologies available
to help simplify, modernize and accelerate business operations (Figure 2), we’ll be focusing on
four of the most interesting and/or impactful in this report, which are:
•
•
•
•

Container management
Multi-cloud strategy
Edge computing
Moving from proprietary software to open source

Figure 2: Importance of technologies and approaches in helping business make a tangible difference over the next two years
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Unpacking the benefits of containers
Containers allow organizations to package an application and its dependencies together succinctly, allowing for easy replication—whether that’s across developers on the same team, or
machines in a particular cluster. For this very reason, containers are gaining momentum for
production workloads. As a foundation to other technologies, such as multi-cloud and edge
computing, the value of containers in driving innovation in a rapidly evolving world is clear.
Container services are built on open source technologies to facilitate and accelerate an organization’s journey to the cloud. And perhaps this is why more and more organizations are
beginning to unpack their benefits: currently, 42% run containers for production workloads, and
a further 41% plan to run containers for production workloads in the next 12 months (Figure 3). To
put that in perspective, only 32% were running containers last year, and in 2017 it was a mere 27%.
What’s more, where containers are already being run, almost three quarters of organizations
(72%) definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are containerized
over the next 12 months (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Use of containers and planned increase in proportion of production workloads that are containerized
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Alongside the growing usage of containers, there is also an increase in container orchestration,
spearheaded by Kubernetes—the popular platform for managing containerized workloads and
services. Over half (57%) of those running containers for production workloads say they currently
use Kubernetes and many more (35%) say they plan to use it in the next 12 months.
The preference among users/planners is for a commercially curated and supported distribution
of an open source Kubernetes platform (66%) ahead of building, maintaining and supporting
their own platform (34%). This is a change from last year, when more preferred a DIY approach
(87%). Is this because of how hard it was to manage? Or is it because of too many failed attempts? Either way, the market now demands a Kubernetes platform to be 100% open source
(36%), multi-cluster with the potential for edge deployments (34%), and easy to install (34%)
as can be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Top things looked for in a Kubernetes platform
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Moving to multi-cloud
Unlike last year’s emphasis on hybrid cloud, which is a mix of private cloud and public cloud with
orchestration between the two, the focus has now shifted to multi-cloud. Over two thirds (69%)
of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy and a further 28% say they are
working on this in the next two years. But why such a shift?
Multi-cloud incorporates two or more public clouds from more than one cloud provider. This approach does not have to include a private cloud component, but it can, which makes it a flexible
option. Crucially, however, multi-cloud means organizations can take advantage of the strengths
of multiple cloud providers and avoid lock-ins with one specific vendor. In the post-pandemic
‘new normal’ that we find ourselves in, these benefits resonate well with organizations whose key
drivers for multi-cloud include cost-effectiveness (45%), increased flexibility and agility (44%),
improving resilience/minimizing downtime (36%), and taking advantage of best-of-breed solutions (35%), as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy

The key focus for organizations now is to therefore deliver the most effective multi-cloud strategy
possible—but it’s not simply a case of finding the right technology. Our research shows that many
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organizations need to build cloud competencies and skills (55%), develop a clear cloud adoption
vision (48%), modernize/migrate applications (47%), and resolve any organizational roadblocks
(45%) to move forward with multi-cloud—as can be seen in Figure 6. In fact, over a third (37%) of IT
leaders are looking to develop their own skills/experience in multi-cloud strategy, and 28% report
a lack of multi-cloud skills in the market.

Figure 6: What organizations need to do now to develop or deliver an effective multi-cloud strategy

Innovating at the edge
Edge computing, in simple terms, is the practice of collecting, processing, and analyzing data
close to where it is generated, rather than sending it to traditional centralized datacenters. It’s
an innovative, open IT architecture that enables things like mobile computing and Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies, and it means organizations can run fewer processes in the cloud and
move them to local places, such as on a user’s device.
Understandably, there’s a lot of excitement surrounding edge computing and many IT leaders
say they are excited (43%) or interested (49%) in the possibilities—with only 7% feeling skeptical
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about the approach (Figure 7). COVID-19 has accelerated the move to edge computing and
that’s because the key benefits, as shown in Figure 8, are considered to be reliability (45%),
enhanced security and privacy (43%), and that it enhances the entire IT ecosystem (41%). But
perhaps the most exciting thing is that it’s entirely possible to turn the hype into meaningful,
tangible realities.

Figure 7: Personal sentiment about edge computing

Edge computing has the ability to transform organizations around the world in a number of
ways. These include increasing productivity (53%), improving scalability (45%), improving
customer experience (45%), reducing costs (44%) and enabling innovation and new digitized
services (43%). Productivity is particularly mentioned in manufacturing (64%) while transport
is especially focused on cost reduction (58%) and healthcare on scalability (51%) and enabling innovation (51%). There are even out-of-this-world examples of edge computing. The
approach is reportedly being relied upon by NASA for future Mars exploration programmes;
as the ultimate ‘edge’ environment, this kind of computing is critical for autonomous functionality in space.
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However, before we get too carried away, it’s important to recognize that many organizations
have a more down-to-earth outlook. Despite the majority predicting that edge computing
will be adopted widely within the next two or three years (72%), two thirds (67%) say they are
worried they may fall behind competitors in innovating at the edge. Other key concerns include security and accessibility (48%), control and management (40%) and data storage/
access (39%).

Figure 8: Most compelling benefits of edge computing

Unlocking the potential of open source
Open source software has become more relevant now than ever. As the software comes with
full access to the underlying source codes, it means organizations can enable their developers
to optimize and enhance a solution to fit their exact needs and requirements. The benefits of
doing so include increased security, greater flexibility and reduced fees—which means open
source is positively viewed by organizations, with the majority (85%) agreeing that it enables
innovation at the edge.
Additionally, over four in five organizations (84%) see open source as a way to cost-effectively drive innovation—a sentiment that resonates strongly across all of the regions surveyed
(Figure 9). And almost the same number (83%) say open source is becoming increasingly
important in their tech initiatives. That’s because open source supports many other technology approaches including multi-cloud, edge computing, and container management to help
drive simplification, modernization, and accelerated change—as you’ve seen in the previous
pages of this report.
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Figure 9: Agreement that “open source is a way to cost effectively drive innovation”

Perhaps as a result of these opinions, our research shows that migration is well underway
globally and most IT leaders (82%) are optimistic about the future of open source. Over three
quarters (78%) are looking to migrate from proprietary to open source solutions wherever possible, with Brazil (85%, Singapore (85%), and the US (81%) leading the way, as shown in Figure 10.
However, despite the mostly positive outlook, it must be noted that there are naturally some
concerns. Almost a third (30%) of IT leaders report a lack of open source skills in the market,
and a similar number (32%) are subsequently looking to develop their own skills and experience in this area. Meanwhile, three in four (76%) organizations say that the involvement of big
tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the community. The question
they may be asking then, is: “how do we ensure open source stays truly open?”
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Figure 10: Agreement that “we are looking to migrate from proprietary to open source solutions wherever possible”

Conclusion
As with almost any research conducted or report produced within the past 12 months, we unfortunately cannot gloss over the unprecedented impact of the pandemic. Digital transformation
journeys had of course begun before 2020, but they’ve now been accelerated in ways never
imagined and many organizations are innovating at the edge to in order to both survive and
thrive in a new world—and who knows what the rest of 2021 will hold?
The role of innovation has become more important than ever as organizations must now increase their agility to be able to adapt to future changes; meet the evolving expectations of
both customers and employees; and increase cost-effectiveness in the face of any further
disruption. Technology is key.
And our research shows that IT leaders are open to exploring its benefits in order to deliver
better business outcomes.
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Among a number of key technologies available, containers, multi-cloud, edge computing, and
open source stand out as some of the most effective and impactful examples—and that’s
because of their undeniable role in helping to simplify, modernize and accelerate business
operations, which is what many organizations now need to do in order to move forward.
However, a common thread across all of the key technology themes explored in this report
is a skills shortage within the organizations surveyed. Clearly, innovation requires more than
just technology alone: it demands organizations to identify the right tech, develop or acquire
the relevant skills, and build a culture where everyone is prepared to embrace change. The
question therefore is, if you want to ensure you don’t get left behind, are you open to doing
what it takes?
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Regional Summaries
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Research summary: US
While IT leaders in the US might not be experiencing quite the same level of pressure as seen
within other regions, almost three quarters still feel the weight of expectation when it comes to
delivering tangible outcomes for the business—especially compared to 12 months ago.
A high percentage see open source as a way to cost-effectively drive innovation and many are
looking to migrate to open source solutions. Additionally, many organizations have multi-cloud
strategies that they are actively working on within the next two years.
However, edge computing is where US organizations could end up leading the way, with the
joint highest percentage of IT leaders across the regions saying they are excited about the
possibilities it presents. Equally, the usage of containers is comparatively high—with almost half
running containers for production workloads. Ultimately, this may help them overcome their
biggest technology challenges, which include security and data access controls, and demands
on remote access infrastructure.

Strategic priorities & pain points
• 72% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than
12 months ago. The biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include maintaining security and data access controls (46%) and demands on remote access infrastructure
(36%).
• The most important tech investment pillar is simplifying how they run the business (68%).
Tech approaches seen as important in supporting these investment pillars include multicloud strategy (86%), High Performance Computing (86%), 5G/enhanced connectivity (81%),
edge computing (81%) and DevOps (81%).
• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 61% of organizations and 88% say
non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever.

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 87% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 88% see open source as
a way to cost-effectively drive innovation. 81% are looking to migrate from proprietary to
open source solutions wherever possible.
• 85% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 77% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the
community.
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 72% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy, 26% are working on
this in the next two years.
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include increased flexibility and agility (49%) and
cost-effectiveness (47%).
• To progress organizations say they now need to build cloud competencies and skills in the
IT team (58%), modernize/migrate applications (46%) and identify and resolve any organizational roadblocks (46%).

Innovating at the edge
• 53% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge computing presents. 39% say they are interested in the possibilities.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are reliability (46%), that it enhances the entire IT
ecosystem (44%) and fosters the use of innovative IT services (44%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through increased productivity
(57%), improving scalability (51%) and improving customer experience (49%).
• 80% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing.
• Concerns include security and accessibility (47%), control and management (42%) and
data storage/access (42%).

Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 48% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 37% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 77% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 58% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use
Kubernetes.
• The preference is for a commercially curated and supported distribution of an open
source Kubernetes platform (64%). The top three things that users/planners look for in a
Kubernetes platform are 100% open source (40%), ease of installation (40%) and multicluster/potential for edge deployments (32%).
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Research summary: UK
UK IT leaders are feeling the pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business through
tech and are highly focused on simplifying how the business is run by harnessing multi-cloud
strategy, High Performance Computing, and automated AI.
Interestingly, while many agree that open source enables innovation at the edge, and an
equally high percentage say they feel optimistic about the future of this particular technology,
the UK is the least excited about the possibilities that edge computing brings. Key concerns
include control and management, and security and accessibility. Additionally, UK organizations are one of the lowest adopters of containers for production workloads, although this
looks set to increase.
With many UK IT leaders saying that non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important
than ever, perhaps we can deduce that the reluctance to embrace some of the key technologies highlighted in our report is due to fears around the perceived disruption around further
change.

Strategic priorities & pain points
• 78% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than 12
months ago. The biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include reduced IT resource/staffing (43%), maintaining security and data access controls (35%) and maintaining
service availability / performance (29%).
• The most important tech investment pillar is simplifying how they run the business (60%).
Tech approaches seen as important in supporting these investment pillars include multicloud strategy (79%), High Performance Computing (77%) and automated AI (76%). 69%
say edge computing.
• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 49% of organizations while it has
remained at same pace for 35%. 78% say non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more
important than ever.

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 82% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 78% see open source as
a way to cost-effectively drive innovation. 68% are looking to migrate from proprietary to
open source solutions wherever possible, lower than in other markets.
• 79% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 77% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the
community.
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 59% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy, 36% are working on
this in the next two years.
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include cost-effectiveness (47%) and improving
resilience/minimizing downtime (35%).
• To progress organizations say they now need to modernize/migrate applications (50%),
build cloud competencies and skills in the IT team (45%) and identify and resolve organizational roadblocks (45%).

Innovating at the edge
• 26% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge computing presents. 55% say they are interested in the possibilities.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are enhanced security and privacy (37%), real
time insights (36%) and interoperability between modern smart devices and legacy devices (36%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through enabling innovation
(47%), reducing costs (44%) and improving customer experience (41%).
• 65% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing.
• Key concerns about edge computing include control and management (43%) and security and accessibility (39%).

Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 33% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 42% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 79% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 33% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use
Kubernetes, lower than in other markets although many users and planners are considering Kubernetes. The preference is for a commercially curated and supported distribution
of an open source Kubernetes platform (59%). The top three things that users/planners
look for in a Kubernetes platform are independence/no vendor lock in (33%), 100% open
source (33%), and multi-cluster/potential for edge deployments (32%).
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Research summary: Germany
In Germany, the biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include maintaining
security and data access controls, reduced IT resource/staffing and pressure to reduce operational costs. The most important tech investment pillars for German organizations are
therefore simplifying how they run the business and modernization.
However, despite acknowledging the need for change, German IT leaders are second only
to their UK counterparts when it comes to showing a lack of excitement for key technologies.
Only a third are excited about the possibilities presented by edge computing, and even fewer
currently run containers for production workloads. There is interest in both and the next one
to two years will likely see more businesses embrace these technologies.
Encouragingly, there are signs of willingness to make improvements. Half of all organizations plan to run containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. And IT leaders in
Germany can clearly see the importance of approaches like High Performance Computing
and edge computing.

Strategic priorities & pain points
• 72% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than
12 months ago. The biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include maintaining security and data access controls (43%) and reduced IT resource/staffing (38%) and
pressure to reduce operational costs (32%).
• The most important tech investment pillars are simplifying how they run the business
(57%) and modernization (55%). Tech approaches seen as important in supporting these
investment pillars include High Performance Computing (84%), edge computing (82%),
5G/enhanced connectivity (81%), DevOps (80%) and multi-cloud strategy (80%).
• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 59% of organizations and 78% say
non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever.

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 72% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 74% see open source as
a way to cost-effectively drive innovation. 72% are looking to migrate from proprietary to
open source solutions wherever possible.
• 75% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 68% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the
community.
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 66% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy, 32% are working on this
in the next two years.
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include increased flexibility and agility (50%), costeffectiveness (42%).
• To progress organizations say they now need to identify and resolve any organizational
roadblocks (48%), build cloud competencies and skills in the IT team (43%) and ready stakeholders by defining new processes (43%).

Innovating at the edge
• 35% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge computing presents. 63% say they are interested in the possibilities.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are reliability (47%), real time insights (38%) and
enhanced security and privacy (35%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through competitive differentiation (47%), increased productivity (44%), and improving scalability (39%).
• 74% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing.
• Key concerns about edge computing include security and accessibility (48%) and control
and management (39%).

Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 30% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 50% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 47% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 50% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use
Kubernetes.
• The preference is for a commercially curated and supported distribution of an open
source Kubernetes platform (70%). The top three things that users/planners look for in a
Kubernetes platform are multi-cluster/potential for edge deployments (39%), 100% open
source (37%) and smooth upgrades (30%).
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Research summary: Brazil
IT leaders in Brazil are under huge pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business
compared to 12 months ago, with some of their biggest challenges including demands on
remote access infrastructure, reducing operational costs and maintaining security and data
access controls.
However, of all of the regions surveyed, Brazil is perhaps the most passionate about embracing change—and excited about the possibilities presented by the key technologies outlined in
this report. Almost all IT leaders are interested in unlocking the potential of open source; the
highest percentage of organizations across all markets already have a multi-cloud strategy in
place; over half are excited about edge computing; and almost half currently use containers.
It’s a potentially exciting year ahead for organizations in Brazil, provided they can successfully
build the competencies and skills required to facilitate sustainable change.

Strategic priorities & pain points
• 84% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than
12 months ago. The biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include demands
on remote access infrastructure (38%), pressure to reduce operational costs (38%) and
maintaining security and data access controls (36%).
• The most important tech investment pillar is simplifying how they run the business (66%).
Tech approaches seen as important in supporting these investment pillars include automated AI (92%), 5G/enhanced connectivity (92%), High Performance Computing (91%),
multi-cloud strategy (90%) and DevOps (90%).
• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 66% of organizations and 95%
say non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever.

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 91% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 92% see open source as
a way to cost-effectively drive innovation. 85% are looking to migrate from proprietary to
open source solutions wherever possible.
• 90% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 78% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the
community.
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 79% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy (highest of all
markets).
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include increased flexibility and agility (50%) and to
take advantage of best-of-breed solutions (48%).
• To progress organizations say they now need to build cloud competencies and skills in the
IT team (61%) and modernize/migrate applications (59%).

Innovating at the edge
• 53% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge computing presents. 45% say they are interested in the possibilities.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are that it fosters the use of innovative new IT services (53%), enhanced security and privacy (51%) and real time insights (48%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through improving customer
experience (64%), increased productivity (59%), and enabling innovation (52%).
• 88% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing.
• Key concerns about edge computing include security and accessibility (48%), data storage and access (42%) and maintenance (42%).

Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 48% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 40% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 60% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 56% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use
Kubernetes.
• The preference is for a commercially curated and supported distribution of an open
source Kubernetes platform (63%). The top three things that users/planners look for in a
Kubernetes platform are 100% open source (42%), ease of installation (42%) and multicluster/potential for edge deployments (36%).
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Research summary: Australia/New Zealand
Australia and New Zealand sit somewhere in the middle of the regions surveyed when it comes
to both the pressure felt to deliver tangible outcomes, and the excitement around embracing
new technologies in order to overcome their challenges—the biggest of which include maintaining security and data access controls, pressure to innovate and deliver new services, and
maintaining service availability and performance.
Many IT leaders see open source as a way to cost-effectively drive innovation, however Australia
and New Zealand have the highest percentage of IT leaders who are skeptical about the involvement of big tech players in this field.
The tech approaches seen as most important in supporting their key investment pillars such as
simplifying how business is run include multi-cloud strategy, democratization of technology, High
Performance Computing, edge computing, and container management.

Strategic priorities & pain points
• 76% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than
12 months ago. The biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include maintaining security and data access controls (43%), pressure to innovate and deliver new services
from the business (39%) and maintaining service availability and performance (38%).
• The most important tech investment pillar is simplifying how they run the business (58%).
Tech approaches seen as important in supporting these investment pillars include multicloud strategy (88%), democratization of technology (81%), High Performance Computing
(80%), edge computing (80%) and container management (80%).
• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 62% of organizations and 82%
say non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever.

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 81% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 86% see open source as
a way to cost-effectively drive innovation. 78% are looking to migrate from proprietary to
open source solutions wherever possible.
• 79% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 79% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the community.
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 70% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy, 27% are working on this
in the next two years.
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include cost-effectiveness (54%), increased flexibility
and agility (38%) and improving resilience/minimizing downtime (38%).
• To progress organizations say they now need to build cloud competencies and skills in the IT
team (58%) and have a clear cloud adoption vision and plan (47%).

Innovating at the edge
• 44% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge computing presents.
48% say they are interested in the possibilities.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are reliability (54%), enhanced security and privacy
(50%) and that it enhances the entire IT ecosystem (49%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through increased productivity
(53%), reducing costs (52%), improving scalability (47%) and improving customer experience (47%).
• 81% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing.
• Key concerns about edge computing include security and accessibility (54%) and maintenance (37%).

Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 44% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 38% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 70% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 73% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use Kubernetes
(highest of all markets).
• There is a slight preference for a commercially curated and supported distribution of an
open source Kubernetes platform (56%) over a DIY approach. The top three things that users/planners look for in a Kubernetes platform are 100% open source (41%), built-in auditing
for compliance (37%) and following industry standards (35%).
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Research summary: Japan
Japan has felt the least increase in pressure to deliver tangible outcomes in the past 12 months.
The most important tech investment pillars are modernizing and simplifying how they run the
business and multi-cloud strategies play a key role in delivering increased flexibility and costeffectiveness. Non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is particularly important here.
Interestingly, IT leaders are open to, but not necessarily excited about, the possibilities that edge
computing presents. However, they think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing
and therefore have concerns about security and accessibility, and control and management.
Containerization of production workloads is set to increase, and Kubernetes is a very popular
option with a strong preference for a commercially curated and supported distribution rather
than a DIY approach.

Strategic priorities & pain points
• 71% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than 12
months ago. The biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include maintaining
security and data access controls (51%), reduced IT resource/staffing (42%) and demands
on remote access infrastructure (39%).
• The most important tech investment pillars are modernizing (55%) and simplifying how they
run the business (54%). Tech approaches seen as important in supporting these investment pillars include multi-cloud strategy (83%), 5G/enhanced connectivity (81%), High
Performance Computing (80%), and automated AI (80%).
• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 58% of organizations and 86%
say non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever.

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 89% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 85% see open source as
a way to cost-effectively drive innovation. 77% are looking to migrate from proprietary to
open source solutions wherever possible.
• 75% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 75% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the community.
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 62% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy, 30% are working on
this in the next two years.
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include cost-effectiveness (48%) and increased flexibility and agility (32%).
• To progress organizations say they now need to build cloud competencies and skills in the IT
team (55%) and have a clear cloud adoption vision and plan (53%).

Innovating at the edge
• 37% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge computing presents.
56% say they are interested in the possibilities.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are enhanced security and privacy (46%), reliability
(45%), and that it enhances the entire IT ecosystem (39%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through increased productivity
(50%), improving scalability (44%) and reducing costs (44%).
• 80% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing.
• Key concerns about edge computing include security and accessibility (54%) and control
and management (40%).

Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 35% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 38% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 77% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 71% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use Kubernetes.
• The preference is for a commercially curated and supported distribution of an open source
Kubernetes platform (81%), highest of all. The top things that users/planners look for in a
Kubernetes platform include following industry standards (37%), multi-cluster/potential for
edge deployments (33%) and ease of installation (30%).
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Research summary: Singapore
Singapore is on par with Brazil regarding the high levels of pressure felt to deliver tangible business outcomes compared to 12 months ago—and therefore shares some of its passion around
embracing change and harnessing the power of new technology to drive innovation.
A high percentage of organizations in Singapore agree that open source enables innovation at
the edge; many organizations already have a multi-cloud strategy in place; and the country
has the joint highest percentage of organizations currently running containers for production
workloads.
The key for Singapore IT leaders looking to take their business forward in a constantly evolving
landscape is to now build the relevant competencies and skills in their IT teams; address key
concerns around control and management and security and accessibility within edge computing; and generally simplify how they run their business.

Strategic priorities & pain points
• 84% say they feel under more pressure to deliver tangible outcomes for the business than
12 months ago. The biggest technology challenges in the last 12 months include maintaining
security and data access controls (45%), pressure to reduce operational costs (44%) and
pressure to innovate/deliver new services from the business (41%).
• The most important tech investment is simplifying how they run the business (58%). Tech
approaches seen as important in supporting these investment pillars include multi-cloud
strategy (89%), moving from proprietary software to open source (88%), DevOps (88%), automated AI (85%) and edge computing (83%).
• COVID-19 has accelerated or increased tech innovation in 66% of organizations and 92%
say non-stop IT and infrastructure stability is more important than ever.

Unlocking the potential of open source
• 89% agree that open source enables innovation at the edge and 84% see open source as
a way to cost-effectively drive innovation. 85% are looking to migrate from proprietary to
open source solutions wherever possible.
• 87% say they feel optimistic about the future of open source BUT 78% say that the involvement of big tech players in open source may erode confidence and trust in the community.
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Moving to multi-cloud
• 75% of organizations say they currently have a multi-cloud strategy.
• Key drivers for a multi-cloud strategy include increased flexibility and agility (49%) and improving resilience/minimizing downtime (45%).
• To progress organizations say they now need to build cloud competencies and skills in the IT
team (64%) and have a clear cloud adoption vision and plan (59%).

Innovating at the edge
• 41% of IT leaders say they are excited about the possibilities that edge computing presents.
47% say they are interested in the possibilities.
• Compelling benefits of edge computing are reliability (47%), that it enhances the entire IT
ecosystem (47%) and enhanced security and privacy (46%).
• Edge computing has the potential to transform industries through increased productivity
(61%), improving scalability (55%) and improving customer experience (47%).
• 82% think COVID-19 has accelerated moves to edge computing.
• Key concerns about edge computing include control and management (52%) and security
and accessibility (45%).

Unpacking the benefits of containers
• 48% currently run containers for production workloads with a further 43% planning to run
containers for production workloads in the next 12 months. Where containers are already
being run, 79% definitely plan to increase the proportion of production workloads that are
containerized over the next 12 months.
• 54% of those running containers for production workloads say they currently use
Kubernetes.
• The preference is for a commercially curated and supported distribution of an open
source Kubernetes platform (68%). The top three things that users/planners look for in a
Kubernetes platform are multi-cluster/potential for edge deployments (38%), following industry standards (37%) and smooth upgrades (34%).
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